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We address an experimental Stokes imaging setup allowing one to explore the polarimetri properties of
a spekle light eld with spatial resolution well beyond the spekle grain sale. We detail how the various
experimental diulties inherent to suh measurements an be overome with a dediated measurement
protool involving a areful spekle registration step. The setup and protool are then validated on a metalli
referene sample, and used to measure the state of polarization of light in eah pixel of highly resolved spekle
patterns (>2000 pixels per spekle grain) resulting from the sattering of an inident oherent beam on samples
exhibiting dierent polarimetri properties. Evolution of the state of polarization with spatial averaging and
aross adjaent spekle grains is eventually addressed.
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1. Introdution
Spekle is a ubiquitous phenomenon in all researh elds
studying the interation between random media and
propagating waves, whether eletromagneti [14℄ or
aousti [5℄. Sine spekle intensity patterns often rep-
resent the simplest and most aessible observables to
gauge suh interation, this phenomenon has been thor-
oughly investigated for deades [1,2,5℄ but is still widely
studied in very ative researh elds of physis, suh
as wave loalization [5℄, ontrol of light through disor-
dered media [6, 7℄, optial non-linear eets in random
media [8℄ or polarization singularities [9℄. In the optial
imaging domain, spekle has often been onsidered as
a noise detrimental to image quality [10, 11℄. Neverthe-
less, spekle ontrast imaging is known to be an eient
remote-sensing tehnique providing information on sur-
fae roughness properties [1214℄ or uid veloity [15℄
for instane. More reently, new appliations involving
spekle ontrast images have been proposed to hara-
terize polarization of light [1619℄ or diusion properties
of materials [20, 21℄.
Despite this intense researh ativity, an open debate
still remains about how the polarization state distribu-
tion of a spekle pattern an be learly linked with ma-
terials depolarization properties. Reently, this issue has
oasioned a number of publiations [20, 2230℄, ques-
tioning for instane the denition and measurement of
polarization orrelation lengths in a spatial spekle pat-
tern [2224,2830℄, or the partial repolarization of un-
polarized oherent light baksattered by a depolarizing
material [20℄. In order to link depolarization properties
of a sample with the sattered light polarization distribu-
tion, experimental studies have been arried out using a
spatial multiple-sale analysis of the spekle polarization
properties [23, 2527℄. In these experiments, light depo-
larization has been studied from a marosopi point of
view, by onduting a statistial analysis of a salar pa-
rameter (Degree Of Polarization (DOP)) [31℄ or (Orthog-
onal State Contrast (OSC)) [32℄, over a great number of
oherene areas (spekle grains). These results tended
to experimentally validate that the polarization state is
deterministi (light is fully polarized) at the loal sale
of a single spekle grain, whereas global depolarization
indued by interation (reetion or transmission) with
the sample results from spatial averaging on the detetor
over several oherene areas [23, 2527℄.
However, the various experimental devies used in
these referenes were not speially dediated to study-
ing the polarization state of the spekle pattern at the lo-
al sale, i.e., beyond the spekle grain sale. To the best
of our knowledge, an imaging setup apable of measuring
the full Stokes vetor (4 omponents) of light sattered
by a diusive sample below the spekle grain sale in the
optial wave domain has not been learly addressed in
the literature. If suh study ould be arried out quite
easily in the mirowave range as suggested in [33℄, it
turns out to be a mere hallenge when the wavelength is
only a few hundreds of nanometers, as already notied
in [9℄. Indeed, Stokes measurements require polarizers
and wave plates (at least one) to be inserted and rotated
in front of the imaging detetor, thus inevitably mod-
ifying the optial wavefront of the sattered light and
hene the spekle pattern itself, as will be evidened in
the next setion. This experimental diulty is mostly
often eluded in the literature, suggesting that onven-
tional experimental shemes are not suitable to perform
Stokes imaging at the spekle grain level. In this pa-
per, we takle this problem by proposing a rigorous ex-
perimental setup as well as the methodology allowing
one to aquire Stokes images of a spekle pattern, where
eah grain overs several hundred or thousands of pixels
on the detetor surfae. The paper is organized as fol-
lows: in Setion 2, the experimental setup and measure-
ment protool proposed to ahieve Stokes imaging be-
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yond the spekle grain sale are desribed and alibrated.
Test samples are then desribed and haraterized in
Setion 3. Lastly, we report in Setion 4 experimental
Stokes imaging of highly resolved spekle patterns ob-
tained with this setup. The proessing and analysis of
these results are also addressed and ommented in this
setion. Conlusions and future work diretions are -
nally given in Setion 5.
2. Experimental setup
Analyzing the polarization properties of a spekle eld
beyond the spekle grain sale requires performing a
measurement of the Stokes vetor of light at any point
of a highly resolved spekle pattern. Before detailing the
experimental setup used, let us briey reall the Stokes
vetor formalism and the priniple of Stokes imaging.
A. Stokes imaging priniple
Stokes formalism is ommonly used to haraterize the
light state of polarization (SOP) [31℄. Aording to this
formalism, the polarization state of light is fully de-
sribed by a four-omponent vetor:
~S =


S0 = Ix + Iy
S1 = Ix − Iy
S2 = I+45◦ − I−45◦
S3 = IR − IL

 . (1)
The four omponents of the Stokes vetor Si an
thus be simply obtained from intensity measurements
(Ix, Iy, I+45◦ , I−45◦ , IR, IL) through six ongura-
tions of a polarization analyzer. In the ontext of polari-
metri imaging onsidered in the paper, the polarization
analyzer is used to reord six intensity images on a de-
tetor matrix. From these six images, the SOP (i.e., the
4-omponent Stokes vetor) in eah pixel of the image
is then determined. A global and salar haraterization
of the SOP in eah pixel is lassially obtained by om-
puting the degree of polarization (DOP) image, given
by [31℄
DOP =
√
S21 + S
2
2 + S
2
3
S0
=
√
S21 + S
2
2 + S
2
3, (2)
or the orthogonal state ontrast (OSC) given by
OSC =
S1
S0
= S1, (3)
where the Si = Si/S0 stand for the normalized Stokes
omponents.
This method has been preferred to a Fourier anal-
ysis tehnique involving a rotating quarter-wave plate
[31℄. Indeed, this one implies reording multiple intensity
snapshots through a moving plate, whih is inonsistent
with the extreme stability required for the experimental
setup, as will be evidened below. Another alternative
would be using a liquid rystal variable retarder, but it
would be neessary to hek that no wavefront distortion
is introdued when its onguration is hanged during
the measurement.
Indeed, to ensure validity of the polarimetri data
reorded at the spekle grain sale, one needs to pre-
vent any modiation in the wavefront of the sattered
light during the measurement proedure. Understand-
ably, this last ondition is not easily ahieved sine
spekle is nothing but an interferene pattern, and there-
fore any hange in the optial path of the order of a fra-
tion of wavelength will modify the spekle pattern. As
will be detailed afterwards, unwanted wavefront distor-
tions an be aused by air turbulene within the optial
path, thermal expansions of the sample or mehanial vi-
brations, but the main diulty is to keep the wavefront
unhanged while swithing between the six dierent on-
gurations of the polarization analyzer. In the remainder
of this setion, we will address these tehnial issues in
detail and propose an optimized experimental setup and
measurement protool allowing one to perform Stokes
imaging beyond the spekle grain sale.
B. Desription of the experimental setup
The experimental setup proposed is depited in Figure
1. Stokes imaging of the spekle pattern is performed in
a reetion geometry (quasi-monostati onguration).
Indeed, the polarimetri imaging system analyzes light
sattered by the sample in a diretion lose to baksat-
tering diretion. Consequently, it has to be noted that
in the remainder of this paper, the word baksattering
will not refer to the strit sense of sattering in the ini-
dent beam diretion. The setup omprises several build-
ing bloks whih are desribed in detail below:
Illumination: In the experimental onguration ho-
sen, the sattering sample is enlightened with a fre-
queny doubled Nd:YVO4 laser (Coherent Verdi) emit-
ting a maximum output power of 2 W at λ=532 nm.
Although the light emitted by the laser is linearly po-
larized, we use a Glan polarizer to ensure high ontrast
horizontal linear polarization of the illumination beam.
The laser beam is then expanded and ollimated with the
assoiation of a mirosope objetive (×10, 0.25 NA) and
a onvex lens L0 (f
′
0=200 mm). A diaphragm is used to
adjust the beam diameter and suppress unwanted diu-
sions or reetions on the edges of the ollimation lens
(L0). Finally, this beam forms a 2.5 m diameter illumi-
nation spot on the sattering sample under test.
Imaging optis: A set of two onverging lenses L1
(f ′1=80 mm) and L2 (f
′
2=40 mm) is used to image the
surfae of the sample on the detetor plane. Suh opti-
al onguration makes it possible to position the po-
larization analyzer (PA) between the two lenses, in the
intermediate image plane (IIP). The distane between
the two lenses is 22.5 m and the distane between L2
and the intermediate image plane is set to 12 m.
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Though unusual in polarimetri imaging setups, posi-
tioning of the polarization analysis omponents in a on-
jugate plane of the sample and of the CCD is justied
here sine it helps minimizing wavefront deformations
when the PA onguration is hanged. Indeed, the beam
has a minimum size in the intermediate image plane,
forming an intermediate image of diameter 6.2 mm on
the polarization analyzer. Provided the beam is well en-
tered with the rotation axis of the PA, suh onguration
minimizes any spurious eet of planarity imperfetions
of the polarization analysis omponents (see paragraph
Polarization analyzer below).
Imaging pinhole: To ensure a suient size of the o-
herene area on the detetor, suh that a spekle grain
overs a few thousands of pixels, the aperture of the
imaging system is shrunk by inserting a irular pinhole
of diameter φ = 200 µm on the imaging lens L2. The
typial size of a spekle grain on the detetor is then
given by
δ = 1.22λ
2D
φ
≃ 0.4mm, (4)
where D = 6 m orresponds to the distane between
imaging lens L2 and the detetor plane. In this ongu-
ration, eah spekle grain of irular shape overs in the
nal image approximately 2300 square pixels of dimen-
sion 7.4 µm.
Imaging detetor: Due to the tiny imaging aperture
used in the experiment, the amera must exhibit good
noise properties under low illumination levels. Conse-
quently, we hoose to reord the images on a 12-bits
monohromati 659 x 494 pixels CCD amera (Basler
sA640-70 fm). Moreover, to enhane the dynami range,
a dual exposure with two dierent aquisition times
(T2=10 T1) is used to extrat data from the low inten-
sity areas. Image proessing is neessary to reombine
the two snapshots, nally providing an intensity image
with higher dynamis than the 4096 graysale levels of
the 12-bit amera (see pixels graysale values of Fig. 9.a
for instane).
Polarization analyzer (PA): Most onventional po-
larimetri imaging experiments use a single adjustable
polarizer to measure Ix, Iy, I+45◦ , I−45◦ , and then add
a quarter-wave plate to aess the two images IR and IL
assoiated with irular polarization of light. This simple
and natural approah is not satisfatory in our experi-
ment. Indeed, inserting an optial element between the
sample and the CCD detetor will neessarily modify the
optial path of the baksattered light and modify the
spekle pattern, thus inevitably spoiling the measure-
ment as will be evidened below. To maintain a onstant
optial path during the 6 intensity measurements, the
polarization analyzer (PA) used onsists of a nanoparti-
les linear lm polarizer plate (2 mm thikness) and an
ahromati quarter-wave plate (400-700 nm, λ/10 wave-
front distortion, 1mm thik) losely paked together.
These omponents are inserted in a single rotating op-
tial mount with the axes of the polarizer and of the
quarter-wave plate forming an angle of 45
◦
. The relative
positionning of the polarizer and quarter-wave plate, as
well as the alibration of the PA axes were operated pre-
liminary to any measurement, using the vertially polar-
ized illumination laser beam. Calibration is an important
step in the design of a polarimeter due to possible po-
larization artifats introdued by the optial elements of
the system [34℄.
To swith from a linear polarization analysis to a ir-
ular polarization analysis, the whole mount is turned
around so that the analyzed light enters the polarizer
rst, or the quarter-wave plate rst respetively. To this
aim, the PA is set on a motorized rotating stage for pre-
ise and repeatable positioning. This onguration al-
lows us to aess the whole six intensity measurements
needed to determine the full Stokes vetor [31℄. In ad-
dition, two angular degrees of freedom are added to the
polarization analyzer mount to enable ne adjustment of
the orientation of the polarization analysis plates with
respet to the optial axis (One rotation about ~ex and
one about ~ey). The lens L1 (f
′
1=80mm) is also plaed on
a mirometri translation mount allowing ne position-
ing of the foal spot on the polarization analysis plates.
These mehanial degrees of freedom assoiated to the
PA are skethed in Figure 2. As will be evidened in the
next subsetion, these additional degrees of freedom are
indispensable to rene the relative positioning between
the enter of the PA and the foal spot in the intermedi-
ate image plane and thus minimize wavefront deforma-
tions between two suessive aquisitions with dierent
ongurations of the PA.
Mehanial stability and housing: As will be de-
tailed below, mehanial stability and air turbulene
must be taken into aount to ensure stability of the
spekle pattern. To this end, the optial setup is om-
patly built on an optial table and breadboard. The
whole setup (apart from laser) is inserted within a Plex-
iglas housing to protet it from air ows.
C. Measurement protool and spekle pattern registra-
tion
A ruial point to ahieve Stokes imaging beyond the
spekle grain sale is to ensure that the wavefront is
not modied by the movement of the polarization ana-
lyzer during the omplete Stokes measurement. In other
words, when the onguration of the PA is swithed to
measure the dierent Stokes omponents, the spekle
pattern must not hange. As the PA is neither stritly
plane nor plaed in a plane stritly perpendiular to the
optial axis, this ondition is not a priori satised. This
is evidened in Figure 3 where a rst Stokes intensity
image Ix is plotted (Fig. 3.a) and an be ompared with
a seond intensity image I+45◦ obtained after rotating
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the polarizer by 45
◦
angle (Fig. 3.b). As an be learly
seen, the spekle intensity pattern observed is obviously
dierent. At this level, if wavefront distortions aused
by PA rotation were to be ignored, suh modiation
of the spekle intensity repartition ould erroneously be
interpreted as a signature of dierent SOPs aross the
spekle grains observed. Indeed, images of Figure 3 were
reorded on a metalli slab sample. For suh non depo-
larizing material, we have heked that the SOP after
reetion is stritly idential to the illumination state.
Consequently, the spekle intensity pattern must have
dierent intensity levels but the same spatial reparti-
tion for eah Stokes intensity measurement. Sine this is
learly not the ase in Fig. 3.b, one has to at on the ne
PA orientation adjustments to reover the initial wave-
front (or at least minimize the distortions). Ating very
slightly and aurately on the three degrees of freedom
of the polarization analyzer (2 rotations about ~ex and ~ey
and the translation of the lens L1 along ~ez), it is indeed
possible to reover the initial spekle pattern reasonably
well, as an be seen in Fig. 3.. Suh proedure will be
referred to in the remainder of this artile as spekle pat-
tern registration.
One evidened the possibility of experimental spekle
pattern registration, let us now detail the measurement
protool proposed to ahieve Stokes imaging beyond the
spekle grain sale. This protool is based on the use of
a metalli referene slab sample as follows:
• After a rst intensity measurement, say Ix, is oper-
ated on a given sample, the metalli referene slab
is inserted in front of the sample, in the viinity of
the sample surfae. The spekle intensity pattern
formed by the light baksattered on the metalli
slab is temporarily stored as a referene.
• Then the PA is rotated to the next onguration to
measure, say I+45◦ , thus inevitably ausing wave-
front distortions and hene modifying the urrent
spekle intensity pattern.
• Registration of the spekle pattern is then ar-
ried out as desribed above, until the previously
stored referene pattern is reovered. A oarse reg-
istration is rst operated by trying to adjust the
bright spekle grains, then a ne tuning is done
by minimizing numerial riteria (spatial average
of the whole dierene image between the referene
spekle pattern image and the urrent image (nor-
malized in terms of average intensity) on the one
hand, and root mean square of this dierene image
on the other hand). One these two indiators are
minimized, we an warrant that the initial wavefront
has been reovered with minimum distortion.
• The metalli slab is then removed and the next im-
age (I+45◦ in this example) an be eventually a-
quired on the sample under test.
To get a full haraterization of the Stokes vetor in
eah point of a highly resolved spekle pattern, the above
protool has to be followed between eah Stokes intensity
measurement to ensure that the same spekle pattern is
analyzed all along the 6 aquisitions. This registration
protool an be quite long and tedious but is unavoid-
able. It must be noted that the spekle pattern might
sometimes not be reovered if the mehanial or thermal
drifts are not properly anelled, as will be shown in the
following subsetion.
An illustration of the quality of spekle registra-
tion obtained during 4 suessive Stokes measurements
I+45◦ , I−45◦ , IR, IL, is given in Figure 4. It an be ob-
served that the registration proedure allows the spekle
pattern to be reovered when the sample is non depo-
larizing (metalli referene) with various orientations of
the PA.
D. Air ow and thermal eets
To minimize wavefront aberrations aused by air turbu-
lene, the whole setup (apart from the laser) is pak-
aged in a Plexiglas housing. However, modiations of
the PA onguration and adjustment of the mount dur-
ing spekle registration are done manually and it is thus
neessary to keep a part of the housing open during the
measurement proess. The evolution during half an hour
of the intensity of ten pixels arbitrarily hosen on a re-
solved spekle intensity pattern obtained on a metalli
sample is plotted in Figure 5. During this experiment,
the setup has been disturbed by some ations at various
times indiated with vertial dotted lines in Figure 5. It
an be seen that the spekle pattern is highly sensitive
to these ations, indiating that handling of the PA me-
hanial mount must be operated with are. Moreover,
we were able to measure a typial stabilization time of
50 seonds for the spekle eld to stabilize to its initial
pattern. This time was then onsidered as the typial
time to wait between any intervention on the setup and
the next measurement.
Besides, sine imaging of the sample is operated
through a small aperture (200 µm pinhole), it is thus
neessary to illuminate the sample with a laser power of
a few hundreds of milliWatts to warrant suient signal-
to-noise ratio on the detetor. Taking into aount the
illumination spot diameter of 3.5 m, the illumination
intensity is around 10 mW/m
2
. Despite this relatively
moderate value, we found that thermal eets our in
the samples whih undergo suient mehanial dilata-
tion at a mirosopi sale to alter the spekle interfer-
ene intensity pattern aquired on the detetor. It an
indeed be seen in Fig. 5 that thermalization of the sample
takes some time on a metalli slab (typially >10 min-
utes). This thermalization an be longer or even never
reahed on other samples, as illustrated in Figure 6 on
a ardboard sheet sample. In this gure, the time evo-
lution of the intensity of ten pixels in a resolved spekle
intensity pattern is reorded during 30 minutes. As one
an see, the spekle intensity pattern shows important
variations during all the experiment, whih are also im-
puted to bad mehanial stability of the sample.
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These experimental results indiate that the measure-
ment of Stokes parameters on a highly resolved spekle
intensity pattern requires a suient preliminary illumi-
nation time for the sample to thermalize (and the spekle
pattern to stabilize). In addition, the samples have to
show good thermal and mehanial stability to optimize
the stability of the observed spekle pattern. For these
reasons, the samples used in the following experiments
have been deposited on a heavy marble blok to help
heat dissipation and to ensure mehanial stability. In
these onditions, an aeptable stability of the spekle
pattern an be obtained, whih has been heked exper-
imentally. It an indeed be observed in Figure 7 that
after a 14 minutes (840 s) thermalization of a diusive
red paint sample deposited on a heavy marble blok, the
graysale values of the ten pixels do not evolve by more
than 5 % for 6 minutes.
3. Desription of the experiment
To illustrate the possibilities oered by the experimen-
tal setup and protool desribed in the previous setion,
dierent experiments have been arried out by onsider-
ing dierent samples with distint sattering properties.
Before displaying the experimental results obtained in
Setion 4, we desribe the samples onsidered as well as
their marosopi (large spatial sale) depolarization
properties given by the measurement of the Stokes pa-
rameters on non-resolved spekle patterns.
A. Samples seletion
The samples onsidered have been seleted for their dis-
tint depolarization properties. First, a metalli slab has
been used as a referene sample to hek the validity
of the method beause of the well-known polarimetri
behavior of suh material. Next, two samples with dis-
tint sattering harateristis have been designed for
the purpose of the experiment by depositing a red and a
green paint on a heavy marble blok to warrant heat dis-
sipation and mehanial stability as mentionned in the
previous setion.
On the one hand, in the ase of the red paint sample,
the green illuminating light (λ=532 nm) is rapidly ab-
sorbed at the sample surfae. As a onsequene, the small
amount of baksattered light predominantly omes from
surfae reetion with a quasi-normal inidene angle
and the inident SOP is thus maintained [35℄. This is
skethed in Fig. 8.a and this sample an thus be on-
sidered as non-depolarizing. On the other hand, in the
ase of the green paint sample, inident light is muh
less absorbed, enabling multiple sattering to our in
the bulk of the material, as illustrated in Fig. 8.b [35℄.
Suh a volume sattering regime highly depolarizes the
inident light, as will be heked in the next subsetion.
These two samples will make it possible to ompare the
eet of two dierent types of sattering on the loal
polarization below the spekle grain sale in the next
setion.
B. Large sale polarimetri haraterization of spekle
patterns
Large sale polarimetri haraterization of the spekle
elds baksattered by eah sample has been arried out
by measuring the values of the DOP and of the OSC in a
measurement onguration where the spekle is not re-
solved, i.e., with eah pixel of the amera averaging sev-
eral spekle grains, as in standard oherent polarimetri
imaging setups. For this purpose, we removed the pin-
hole in order to derease spekle grains dimension below
the pixel size. In this onguration, one an estimate how
many spekle grains are averaged per pixel by determin-
ing the spekle ontrast when baksattered light is fully
polarized, whih is given by [1℄
c =
〈I〉
σI
, (5)
where 〈I〉 = 〈S0〉 is the mean intensity omputed over
the whole image and σI = σS0 is the standard devi-
ation of the intensity. In this onguration, we measured
a spekle ontrast of 2.5, meaning that eah pixel on-
tains 2.5 spekle grains in average. We emphasize that
in that ase, as in standard oherent polarimetri imag-
ing setups, the measurement of the Stokes parameters
an be operated without the need of any spekle regis-
tration proedure. Indeed, unontrolled wavefront distor-
tions ourring during the measurement are wiped out by
spatial averaging of several spekle grains in eah pixel.
Moreover, the Stokes vetors were estimated on homo-
geneous regions of 100 pixels (square regions of 10×10
pixels), thus inreasing the eet of spatial averaging.
Table 1 gives the results of the estimation on 420 sub-
regions of 100 pixels of the normalized Stokes parameters
S1 = OSC, S2, S3 for eah sample.
It an be noted that the values of the DOP and the
OSC are similar for the metalli referene and the red
paint sample. This onrms that these two materials
share a similar non-depolarizing ation and thus illus-
trates that light does not undergo multiple sattering in
a surfae sattering regime. For the green sample, the
value of the DOP and of the OSC are muh lower, whih
is in agreement with the expeted depolarizing behavior
of this sample due to volume sattering of light in the
bulk of the material.
This large sale polarimetri haraterization given in
Table 1 will now be ompared in the next setion with
polarimetri measurements beyond the spekle grain
sale obtained with the setup and protool presented
in Setion 2. More partiularly, this preliminary har-
aterization will allow us to analyze how global de-
polarization ours from a spatial averaging of loally
well-dened polarization states.
4. Results and disussion
A. Stokes imaging beyond the spekle grain sale
Let us now present the experimental results of Stokes
imaging beyond the spekle grain sale obtained with the
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setup and protool detailed in Setion 2. These experi-
mental aquisitions were onduted on the three sam-
ples desribed in the previous setion. For eah sample,
6 intensity images were reorded with a areful spekle
registration step between eah image aquisition, as de-
sribed in Setion 2.
Referene metalli slab: For the sake of onision,
we only present the raw images obtained on the refer-
ene metalli slab sample in Figure 9. An example of
raw image Ix aquired with a horizontal linear polariza-
tion diretion is given in Fig. 9.a. A region of interest
(ROI) of 200×150 pixels is then seleted in the initial
image. In Fig. 9.b, the rst Stokes image S0 is plotted
and represents the total intensity of the spekle pattern
as S0 = Ix + Iy. One an notie that eah spekle grain
overs approximately a thousand pixels. Fig. 9. shows
the omputed seond normalized Stokes parameter S1,
whih is equal to the OSC, as shown in Eq.(3). The third
and fourth Stokes images are respetively plotted in Fig.
9.d and 9.e, and are nally used to determine the exper-
imental DOP map, whih is given in Fig. 9.f.
As expeted, the values of the OSC and of the DOP
are lose to 1 aross the ROI onsidered, while S2
and S3 maps are lose to null values. This is partiu-
larly well veried in areas exhibiting a high intensity
(bright spekle spots). Conversely, it dereases in the
low intensity areas where DOP values exeeding 1 an
be observed, thus revealing experimental biases in the
measurement in spite of experimental are in the spekle
registration proedure. As a onsequene, these areas in
the image should not be analyzed sine the signal to noise
ratio is too low to draw any onlusion.
Other samples: The experimental results obtained on
the two other samples onsidered are given in Figure 10
whih provides the total intensity image (Stokes param-
eter S0) as well as the omputed OSC and DOP maps on
a 200×150 pixels ROI. It an be heked in Fig. 10.a, Fig.
10., and Fig. 10.e that the red sample exhibits a behav-
ior strongly similar to the metalli sample with DOP and
OSC values lose to 1 in high intensity areas. This non
depolarizing behavior is in agreement with the expeted
surfae sattering regime, and with the large-sale polari-
metri measurements presented in Subsetion B. More-
over, this gure thus onrms experimentally that ini-
dent polarization is maintained during interation with
the material in a surfae sattering regime.
In the ase of the green paint sample, it an rst be
observed in Fig. 10.d that the SOP of light is well-dened
within eah oherene area (spekle grain) sine the value
of the DOP remains lose to 1 in eah pixel in a bright
spekle spot. This is in agreement with theoretial pre-
ditions and previous experimental hints obtained from
multiple-sale analyses of non resolved spekle intensity
patterns [23,2527℄. By ontrast, unlike the red paint and
metalli samples, it an be seen in Fig. 10.f that for the
green paint sample, the initial polarization is not nees-
sarily maintained in all the oherene areas sine OSC
values signiantly lower than unity an be observed in
areas orresponding to bright spekle spots with DOP
values lose to 1.
In the next subsetion, these experimental results are
analyzed with more details through the mapping of the
spatial repartition of the SOPs on Poinaré's sphere.
B. Analysis of polarization states spatial repartition
To omplement the study of the spatial repartition of
loal SOPs within the spekle pattern, it is possible to
map the normalized Stokes omponents of eah pixel on
a Poinaré's sphere as shown in Figure 11. In Fig. 11.a,
the repartition of the pixels SOP obtained on the refer-
ene metalli slab in the whole ROI dened in Fig. 9.a is
plotted on Poinaré's sphere, whereas Fig. 11.b and 11.
represent the pixels SOP in sub-ROIs 1 and 2 dened in
Fig. 9.b. The olors assoiated with eah point on the
sphere denote the total intensity (parameter S0) of the
orresponding pixel, in agreement with pixel olors of
Fig. 9.b. As a onsequene, a larger degree of ondene
an be granted to the red points, orresponding to the
pixels of the bright spekle grains but the SOPs for the
darkest pixels plotted in blue must be interpreted war-
ily due to signiant experimental noise. In addition, the
red irle orresponds to the mean value of the Stokes
vetor estimated in the whole region of interest whereas
the blak irle shows the value of the Stokes vetor de-
termined from the preliminary large sale polarimetri
haraterization presented in Subsetion B and given in
Table 1. From Figures 11.b and 11., it an be observed
that the two spekle grains share the same SOP, orre-
sponding almost perfetly to the inident illumination
polarimetri state and to the global polarimetri state
observed after spatial averaging (Fig. 11.a). This on-
rms the non-depolarizing behavior of this metalli ref-
erene sample as every single spekle is in the same po-
larization state. We highlight again that the important
dispersion of the SOPs plotted in blue is due to impor-
tant experimental noise in darkest regions of the spekle
patterns.
A similar behavior is onrmed for the red paint
sample by analyzing the polarimetri repartition over
Poinaré's sphere given in Fig. 11.d for the whole ROI
and in Fig. 11.e and 11.f for sub-ROIs 1 and 2 dened
in Fig. 10.a. As is the ase for the metalli sample, the
two spekle grains seleted in sub-ROIS 1 and 2 share
the same SOP, mathing with the illumination polariza-
tion, and the global polarimetri state measured after
spatial averaging.
In the ase of the green paint sample, the analysis of
the spatial mapping of SOPs over Poinaré's sphere is
more interesting. It an rst be heked that after aver-
aging over the whole ROI, the mean polarimetri state
represented by the red irle in Fig. 11.g is in agree-
ment with the global polarization measured in Subse-
tion B after spatial averaging (blak irle). Averaging
over the ROI indeed yields a globally depolarized sate
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(DOP=0.44 in average from Table 1), orresponding to
a point lying inside Poinaré's sphere. However, at a sin-
gle spekle grain sale, the SOP is well dened. Indeed,
as an be seen in Figures 11.h and Fig. 11.i whih orre-
spond respetively to the SOP of the pixels in sub-ROIs
1 and 2 dened in Fig. 10.b, the DOP is lose to 1 and
the polarization state lies on the surfae of Poinaré's
sphere. In addition, ontrarily to the previous samples,
one an see that the two spekle grains onsidered ex-
hibit dierent SOPs, whih do not exatly resemble the
illumination polarization state. Suh behavior is a on-
sequene of multiple sattering ourring in the bulk of
the sample in the ase of the green paint sample, as ex-
plained in Setion A.
These results thus represent a lear experimental evi-
dene in the optial domain and beyond the spekle grain
sale that light is fully polarized at a loal sale, whatever
the sattering regime onsidered (surfae or bulk). As
suggested by previous results obtained from a statistial
analyses of polarization states on non-resolved spekle
patterns [23, 27℄, global depolarization properties stem
from a spatial averaging of loal SOPs over several o-
herene areas. Using the experimental results gathered,
we analyze this property in the next subsetion.
C. Multiple-sale analysis of the degree of polarization
A multiple-sale analysis of the degree of polarization
has been onduted on the highly resolved Stokes im-
ages measured. The results are summarized in Table 2
whih ontains the values of the DOP and the OSC av-
eraged over the whole ROI after loal binning with dif-
ferent binning pithes. For instane, a binning pith of
30 means that 33 bloks of 30×30 pixels have been av-
eraged in a ROI of 200×150 pixels. As the binning pith
is inreased, it an be seen that DOP and OSC values
tend to the values measured in Setion B (see Table 1),
whih is in agreement with previous works [23,27℄. This
result, whih is better evidened in the ase of the green
paint sample, thus tends to onrm that the global de-
polarizing behavior emerges from a spatial averaging of
varying polarization states, well-dened at a loal sale.
D. SOP mapping aross spekle pattern - Observation
of an adiabati polarization transition
To illustrate the potentialities oered by the setup and
protool proposed in this paper, let us lastly present how
the spatial evolution of the SOP an be mapped along
a geometrial path aross the spekle pattern studied.
Let us for instane onsider the two ontiguous spekle
grains orresponding to the sub-ROIs dened for the
green paint sample in Fig. 10.b. This ase is indeed inter-
esting sine it has been heked in the previous setion
and in Fig. 11 that these two spekle grains exhibit dif-
ferent SOPs but a DOP lose to unity. With the setup
proposed, it is possible to study how this polarization
evolves from one spekle grain to the other. The data
plotted in Fig. 12.a on Poinaré's sphere orresponds to
the evolution of the SOP along the blak dotted line
drawn in Fig. 10.b. On the sphere, the dark points or-
respond to the pixels loated at the beginning of the line
and the bright points to those loated at the tip of the
blak dashed arrow of Fig. 10.b. The OSC and DOP
measured along this line are also plotted respetively
with dashed and plain line in Fig. 12.b. From these re-
sults, we an see that the spatial SOP transition between
two spekle grains is ontinuous, whih is onsistent with
previous works [9, 36℄. In the situation onsidered, the
inident illumination SOP whih is almost maintained
in the rst spekle grain then rapidly evolves towards a
distint polarization state whih does not resemble the
initial laser polarization. Nevertheless, this evolution is
shown to be adiabati so that the SOP follows a ontin-
uous trajetory along the surfae of Poinaré's sphere.
5. Conlusion
In this artile, we addressed the experimental issue of
oherent ative Stokes imaging beyond the spekle grain
sale, i.e., on a highly resolved spekle pattern with eah
spekle grain overing several hundreds or thousands of
pixels. The numerous experimental diulties enoun-
tered to ahieve suh a measurement have been iden-
tied and solved to design the rst realization, to the
best of our knowledge, of a polarimetri imaging setup
dediated to suh measurement. In addition, we pro-
posed an experimental protool able to warrant a on-
stant wavefront during the entire measurement proess.
We demonstrated that the setup and the spekle regis-
tration protool proposed allow the measurement of the
full Stokes vetor to be ahieved in eah pixel of a highly
resolved spekle pattern. After a validation of the teh-
nique on a metalli referene sample exhibiting a well-
known non-depolarizing behavior, experimental Stokes
imaging beyond the spekle grain sale has been demon-
strated on two sattering samples exhibiting dierent
sattering regimes (surfae and bulk). The inuene of
these distint sattering regimes on the loal polariza-
tion state of light has been studied and ommented, and
the onlusions obtained are in agreement with previous
experimental works using a statistial analysis on moder-
ately resolved spekle pattern. Lastly, these experiments
allowed us to experimentally demonstrate in the opti-
al domain that the polarization transition between two
ontiguous spekles follows a ontinuous and adiabati
evolution.
There are various perspetives to this work among
whih we an ite a more thorough study of SOP tran-
sitions between adjaent spekle grains and the analysis
of polarimetri orrelation lengths in regard to spekle
intensity oherene areas. The investigation of the in-
uene of the soure wavelength and oherene on po-
larization beyond the spekle grain sale is urrently un-
der progress. Besides, the analysis of spei samples ex-
hibiting non standard sattering properties is also an in-
teresting perspetive. From an appliative point of view,
we are quite onvined that exploring the polarization
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properties at a mirosopi sale ould lead to a more a-
urate understanding of the physis happening in optial
systems or tehniques using the spekle [6, 7, 1619, 21℄
and thus might help in optimizing these systems. All
these perspetives would benet from the development
of more robust experimental designs, by automating
the spekle registration optimization stage for instane
(programmable atuators, liquid-rystal polarimetri de-
vies, ...) or even using a four-arm division of amplitude
system with appropriate phase plates/polarizers and al-
ibration in order to perform simultaneous imaging of the
four Stokes omponents.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1: Experimental setup (See text for details).
Figure 2: Shemati desription of the PA in a linear
analyzer onguration. The PA mehanial mount pro-
vides two angular degrees of freedom (rotation θ about
axis ~eX and rotation ψ about axis ~eY ) used during the
spekle registration proedure.
Figure 2: Referene spekle intensity pattern (a) a-
quired on a metalli slab. Wavefront distortions aused
by rotation of the PA modify the spekle intensity pat-
tern (b) whih an however be fairly reovered () after
spekle registration.
Figure 3: Contour plots: spekle intensity patterns ob-
served after spekle registration with 4 orientations of
the PA on a metalli referene slab. Graysale bak-
ground image: total intensity image S0.
Figure 4: Time evolution of the intensity of ten pixels
in a spekle intensity pattern with perturbations when
the sample is a metalli slab. 1: over is opened and air
is blown inside. 2: 360
◦
rotation about ~ez of the PA. 3:
360
◦
rotation about ~ey of the PA.
Figure 5: Time evolution (30 mins) of the intensity of
ten pixels when the sample is a ardboard sheet sample.
Figure 6: Time evolution (20 mins) of the intensity of
ten pixels when the sample is a red paint deposited on a
heavy marble blok.
Figure 7: Shemati illustration of (a) surfae and (b)
volume sattering regimes obtained by sattering of a
green illumination on red and green samples respetively.
The white arrows symbolize the eletri eld polarization
diretion.
Figure 8: Stokes imaging of a spekle intensity pattern
obtained on the metalli referene slab. (a) : example
of raw image aquisition (Ix) and seletion of the ROI.
From the 6 aquisitions, the 4 Stokes images are deter-
mined: (b) First Stokes image S0 (total intensity). Two
sub-ROIs are dened to ompare the SOP in distint
spekle grains ; () Seond normalized Stokes image S1;
(d) Third normalized Stokes image S2; (e) Fourth nor-
malized Stokes image S3; (f) Degree of polarization. To-
tal intensity repartition is indiated in ontour plots in
(),(d),(e) and (f) thumbnails.
Figure 9: Stokes imaging beyond the spekle grain sale
of a spekle intensity pattern obtained on a red paint
sample [(a), () and (e)℄ and a green paint sample [(b),
(d) and (f)℄. (a), (b): First Stokes image S0 (total inten-
sity). Two sub-ROIs are dened to ompare the SOP in
distint spekle grains ; (), (d): Map of the omputed
DOP ; (e), (f): Map of the omputed OSC. Total inten-
sity repartition is indiated in ontour plots in (), (d),
(e) and (f) thumbnails.
Figure 10: Repartition of the pixels SOP on Poinaré's
sphere for a metalli sample (rst line), a red paint sam-
ple (seond line) and a green paint sample (third line).
First olumn: SOP in the whole ROI; Seond olumn:
SOP in sub-ROI 1 ; Third olumn: SOP in sub-ROI 2.
Sub-ROIs are respetively dened in Fig. 9.b, Fig. 10.a
and Fig. 10.b.
Figure 11: Observation of the adiabati polarization
state transition along the geometrial path dened in
Fig. 10.b between two adjaent spekle grains on the
green paint sample exhibiting bulk sattering regime ;
(a) Evolution of the SOP on the Poinaré's sphere; (b)
Evolution of the OSC (dotted line) and DOP (plain line).
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup (See text for details).
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Fig. 2. Shemati desription of the PA in a linear ana-
lyzer onguration. The PA mehanial mount provides
two angular degrees of freedom (rotation θ about axis ~eX
and rotation ψ about axis ~eY ) used during the spekle
registration proedure.
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Fig. 3. Referene spekle intensity pattern (a) aquired
on a metalli slab. Wavefront distortions aused by rota-
tion of the PA modify the spekle intensity pattern (b)
whih an however be fairly reovered () after spekle
registration.
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Fig. 4. Contour plots: spekle intensity patterns observed
after spekle registration with 4 orientations of the PA on
a metalli referene slab. Graysale bakground image:
total intensity image S0.
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Fig. 5. Time evolution of the intensity of ten pixels in
a spekle intensity pattern with perturbations when the
sample is a metalli slab. 1: over is opened and air is
blown inside. 2: 360
◦
rotation about ~ez of the PA. 3: 360
◦
rotation about ~ey of the PA.
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Fig. 6. Time evolution (30 mins) of the intensity of ten
pixels when the sample is a ardboard sheet sample.
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Fig. 7. Time evolution (20 mins) of the intensity of ten
pixels when the sample is a red paint deposited on a
heavy marble blok.
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Fig. 8. Shemati illustration of (a) surfae and (b) vol-
ume sattering regimes obtained by sattering of a green
illumination on red and green samples respetively. The
white arrows symbolize the eletri eld polarization di-
retion.
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Fig. 9. Stokes imaging of a spekle intensity pattern
obtained on the metalli referene slab. (a) : example
of raw image aquisition (Ix) and seletion of the ROI.
From the 6 aquisitions, the 4 Stokes images are deter-
mined: (b) First Stokes image S0 (total intensity). Two
sub-ROIs are dened to ompare the SOP in distint
spekle grains ; () Seond normalized Stokes image S1;
(d) Third normalized Stokes image S2; (e) Fourth nor-
malized Stokes image S3; (f) Degree of polarization. To-
tal intensity repartition is indiated in ontour plots in
(),(d),(e) and (f) thumbnails.
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Fig. 10. Stokes imaging beyond the spekle grain sale
of a spekle intensity pattern obtained on a red paint
sample [(a), () and (e)℄ and a green paint sample [(b),
(d) and (f)℄. (a), (b): First Stokes image S0 (total inten-
sity). Two sub-ROIs are dened to ompare the SOP in
distint spekle grains ; (), (d): Map of the omputed
DOP ; (e), (f): Map of the omputed OSC. Total inten-
sity repartition is indiated in ontour plots in (), (d),
(e) and (f) thumbnails.
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Fig. 11. Repartition of the pixels SOP on Poinaré's sphere for a metalli sample (rst line), a red paint sample
(seond line) and a green paint sample (third line). First olumn: SOP in the whole ROI; Seond olumn: SOP in
sub-ROI 1 ; Third olumn: SOP in sub-ROI 2. Sub-ROIs are respetively dened in Fig. 9.b, Fig. 10.a and Fig. 10.b.
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Fig. 12. Observation of the adiabati polarization state
transition along the geometrial path dened in Fig. 10.b
between two adjaent spekle grains on the green paint
sample exhibiting bulk sattering regime ; (a) Evolution
of the SOP on the Poinaré's sphere; (b) Evolution of
the OSC (dotted line) and DOP (plain line).
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TABLE CAPTIONS
Table 1: Large sale polarimetri haraterization of
light baksattered by the 3 samples onsidered. A max-
imum standard deviation of 0.02 was obtained over these
12 estimated values (Estimation on 420 homogeneous re-
gions of 100 pixels).
Table 2: Average value of the DOP and of the OSC for
dierent binning pithes. The estimated value and the
orresponding standard-deviations were estimated in the
whole ROI on a varying number of binned regions.
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Sample DOP S1=OSC S2 S3
Metal slab 0.97 0.96 0.12 0
Red paint 0.95 0.94 0.16 -0.01
Green paint 0.44 0.43 0.07 -0.01
Table 1. Large sale polarimetri haraterization of light
baksattered by the 3 samples onsidered. A maximum
standard deviation of 0.02 was obtained over these 12 es-
timated values (Estimation on 420 homogeneous regions
of 100 pixels).
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Sample Bin. Binned DOP OSC
pith areas 〈.〉 σ 〈.〉 σ
metal 3 3333 1.00 0.23 0.85 0.17
slab 10 300 0.97 0.16 0.86 0.14
30 33 0.93 0.06 0.91 0.07
red 3 3333 0.80 0.18 0.69 0.23
paint 10 300 0.80 0.16 0.71 0.21
30 33 0.80 0.10 0.77 0.12
green 3 3333 0.78 0.30 0.38 0.47
paint 10 300 0.76 0.28 0.39 0.45
30 33 0.61 0.24 0.41 0.36
Table 2. Average value of the DOP and of the OSC for
dierent binning pithes. The estimated value and the
orresponding standard-deviations were estimated in the
whole ROI on a varying number of binned regions.
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